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Assignment Correcting Students 2 
1. Error correction from passage: 

 

 Error Correction 

1 Joe is walk to the park,  Joe is walking to the park,  

2 Joe is go to play balls with his friend. Joe is going to play ball with his friends. 

3 mather  Mother 

4  Joe is friend with Peter.. Joe is friends with Peter. 

5 Joe can like to be a good boy Joe would like to be a good boy 

6 Joe is going to Peter to through the 
ball. 

Joe is going to Peter to throw the ball. 

7 Clank  Black  

8 flied lice Fried rice 

9 kat. Cat 

10 Puts sky in the tyre Puts air in the tyre  

 

2. Pick 4 Different corrections (Word order, Meaning, etc), and create a worksheet (5 

exercises per error) for your students to practice this part of language.        
1. Spelling  

2. Meaning is not clear. 

3. Single/ plural  

4. Grammar  

 

Spelling: 

Underline the correct spelling: 

Example: The father/ Fother of the bride.   

Answer: The father/ fother of the bride.   

 

1) My mather/ mother makes the best pies.  

2) Her hair is blank/ black.  

3) James can through/ throw the ball over the net.  

4) The cat/kat jumps over the hedge.  

5) They fried/ flied the lice/rice.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Meaning is not clear: 

Highlight the correct meaning of the word:  

Example: 

 

 

Single / Plural  

Underline the correct word (single is one and plural is more than one): 

Example: The girl jump/ jumps over the rope.  

Answer: The girl jump/ jumps over the rope. 

1) The little boy has a cat/cats that he loves very much.  

2) I am friend/friends with Kayla. 

3) Sam went to play ball/ balls with Ben. 

4) The man had one slice of cake/ cakes. 

5) They are going to their own room/rooms.  

Grammar  

Underline the correct word: 

Example: She is/ was a girl.  

Answer: She is/ was a girl. 

1) We are/ am watching television. 

2) Sam can/ would like to be a fire fighter one day.  

3) Do/ Did watch a movie last night?  

4) I will be going / gone there tomorrow. 

5) Can I have a/ an cup of tea please?  

 

Tea

•Something hot that you drink. 

•When a golfer hits the ball. 

Air

•What we breath. 

•What we eat.

Sky

•The blue area when you look up.

•We put it in our tyres.

Sun

•My fathers child.

•The big yellow thing in the sky in the ait that gives light.

Lice 

•Small bug that lives on dogs.

•Something we fry to eat. 

Sea

•Big body in the ocean.

•To look at something. 


